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Hi, 					

!

Now that you’re getting older, it’s time for the next
step in creating a great smile for you. This step is
going to require some work on your part, so we
want you to understand the goals of your treatment
and why you need to have this done.
The next step involves
an operation that will fix
the bone inside your upper
gums. You have a gap in
that bone, and we need to
fill it so that your teeth will
grow in normally. It will
also help the floor of
your nose.

We want you to feel prepared and confident. So in this
book we have answered some of the questions kids
usually have about this operation. There are also tips
from other kids who have already had this operation
and space for you to write down your own feelings
or questions.
We have 100 percent confidence in you.
We know you have what it takes to do everything
you need to do.
You got this.
And just like always, we’re here to
help you every step of the way.
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Q:

Why do I need to have this
operation now?

How many

A:

Sometimes when babies are born
with special medical conditions,
like a cleft lip and/or palate, they
need to get bigger before doctors
can finish helping them. Now that
you have lost your baby teeth, it is a
good time to have this operation.
		
It will help make sure
		
your adult teeth can
		
grow the way they
		
should so you will have
		
a great smile.

baby teeth
have you lost
already?

I have lost

baby teeth.

Q:
A:

Why do I need to have this
operation at all?

Many bridges have arches.

Because of your cleft lip and/or palate,
you may have splits in your lip or
openings in the roof of your mouth. These
openings can affect the bone that holds
your teeth in place. This bone is called
your dental arch. An arch is shaped like an
upside down letter “U.”

Can you see the upside
down “U”?

Now imagine there is an
open space in the bridge.

Someone will need to patch the hole so that people
can cross to the other side and the bridge will be
safe and strong.
Just like the bridge needs to have its holes fixed, the
doctor needs to patch the holes in your dental arch
to make it strong and healthy.

Q:
A:

What will I need to do to
get ready?
For several months before your
operation, you will need to take really
good care of your mouth and teeth
so they are healthy and ready when
it is time to fix your arch. You will
need to floss and brush your teeth
after every meal. You may need to
wear braces.
You will see a special dentist called
an orthodontist who will help you.
The orthodontist will put a small
gadget, called an expander, in your
mouth that will spread the roof of
your mouth and get your arch ready
for your operation.

My orthodontist’s name is
							

.

While you have this expander in your mouth,
your biggest job is to brush and floss your teeth
every morning, every night and after every
meal. It might seem like a lot to remember, but
we know you can do it. Brushing will help keep
your teeth and mouth healthy and ready for
your operation.
Fistula

Expander

While your expander is making room in your
mouth, you may begin to see a small hole in
the roof of your mouth. This hole leads to your
nose and is called a fistula. You may have never
noticed this hole before, because it might have
been hidden in the folds of your palate.

Imagine a blanket with a small hole in it. You
might not see the hole if your blanket is folded,
but once you pick it up and spread it out, the
hole is easier to see. The same is true for your
fistula. After your expander begins to widen the
roof of your mouth, your fistula may become
easier to see or even get bigger. Your fistula
might make you talk funny or make food or
drinks come out of your nose. The larger your
fistula is, the more food or drink may come
through it. If you have a fistula, fixing it will be
an important part of your operation.
You will go back to your orthodontist right
before your operation. During this visit, your
expander will be replaced with a smaller
gadget which will stay in your mouth during
the operation and while you heal. Your
orthodontist and your doctor will plan your
surgery together.

Q:
A:

What will the doctor do
during my operation?

During the operation, the doctor
will patch up the open spaces in
your arch so that it is completely
connected from one side of your
mouth to the other, like a bridge.
Your doctor will take tiny pieces
of bone from either your hip or
your head to use as the patch for
your arch. You will have stitches that
will keep your patch in place. They
will go away on their own in about
two weeks.
You will take a special medicine
so that you will sleep during your
operation. You will not feel or
remember anything.

My doctor’s name is
							
My operation is on
						

“My doctors
were the best.”
- Kaiden,
age 10

.

.

Q:

What will I feel like after my
operation?

“My mouth felt really
numb after my operation.” 		
			

A:

After you wake up, your face and
mouth may feel tingly or numb. Later,
your mouth and gums will get sore
and swollen, and your hip or your
head may hurt a little too (depending
on where your patching pieces came
from). Your doctor will order medicine
that will help you feel better in the
hospital and at home.

- Paige, age 9

I am feeling

about my surgery.

If your patching pieces came from your head, you
will have a white bandage wrapped around your
head when you wake up. It will feel like you are
wearing a snug headband. Your parents can take it
off after about 24 hours.
There will be a red line with stitches that is about
two inches long on your head. Your hair will be
shaved around the line. Your parents will put cream
on it to help it heal faster. You will be able to wear a
hat if you want. Your hair will grow back and cover
the red area and your stitches will disappear in just a
few weeks.

If your patching pieces came from your hip, you
will have a special bandage over it and you will be
sore or numb for two or three days. Walking and
moving around will help the soreness go away
faster. You probably won’t feel it at all after four
to five days.
You can leave the bandage on for about a week
and even shower with it. Just be careful not to
get it too wet. When your hip bandage comes
off, your parents will rub a little cream on that
spot three to four times a day for two weeks. The
stitches will disappear on their own.

You may be able to go home the day of your surgery,
but sometimes kids stay in the hospital overnight.
Sleeping sitting propped up with two or three
pillows may sound funny, but it will help your mouth
feel better. After you are at home, you’ll be able to
take a shower.

Q:
A:

Can I brush my teeth after my
operation?
Because of your stitches, you won’t be
able to brush your top teeth for about
two or three weeks. You will be able to
brush your bottom teeth with a very
soft toothbrush, and the doctor will
also give you a special mouthwash to
help kill the germs in your mouth.
You should rinse your mouth with
water after every time you eat. This will
help clean around the area that the
doctor patched.

Q:
A:

What can I eat after my
operation?
You will have to eat a special soft
diet right after your operation.
This may not be easy, but we
want to make sure that your
gums and mouth can heal.
Right after your operation, it will
feel good to drink really cold
things like slushies, milkshakes
or ice cream.

What are your
favorite soft foods?

For the next three weeks, you can eat very soft foods
like: mashed potatoes, ice cream, yogurt, smoothies,
noodles, eggs, liquid soups, popsicles and apple sauce.
Stay away from hard, pointy foods like chips and
pretzels. They may poke and hurt you.

Q:

It is important that you follow this diet, because it will
help you get better sooner. After three weeks you
should be able to eat all of your favorite foods again!

A:

“I didn’t realize how much I was
going to have to change what
I ate, but I had peanut butter,
yogurt, chocolate milkshakes
and soft mac and cheese.”
				
– John, age 9

Will I have to miss school?

Yes, if you have your operation during
the school year, you will have to stay
home for about a week. You will also get
a note from your doctor to bring with
you when you go back to school
because you will need
to skip PE and recess for
about six weeks. It might
not be easy to sit out,
but it is important
because your body
needs time to heal.

Q:
A:

What happens next?

You will see your team at CHKD to
make sure you are healed and healthy.
You will also see the orthodontist
again after about 10 weeks. Many kids
need to wear special headgear or have
braces after their operation to help fix
their teeth.
When you are almost an adult, you may
need to have braces again and another
operation to make sure your mouth
and nose stay healthy. The team at
CHKD will watch you as you grow and
do whatever we can to help you stay
healthy and strong.

I want to bring

with me to the hospital for
my operation.
I want to ask my doctor
about

I am feeling 						
after my operation.

.

Notes

Notes
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